
Begin in the Woodland Park car park

Locate 11 metal arches. With your 
back to the hills, walk towards the path, 
with the picnic benches to the left.

Before the bridge begins the fun; 
The stump is home to Number 
One

Cross the bridge and head down the 
hill. Down, down, down 131 
wooden steps you go…

Don’t forget to have a look 
Under the bridge at the 
babbling brook 

Eight steps up and the same 
along Look aboot yee and you 
can’t go wrong!

Continue along path, counting the 
number of wooden steps as you go 
down – keep this number in mind!

Add the number of wooden steps to 
the number of horizontal slats on 
the wooden gate (in front of you 
before the path bears left). Divide 
this number by 3 and remember 
your answer!

Take the left hand fork in the path. 
Look out for parallel stones set into 
the path - there are the same 
number of stones as the answer 
you’ve just had to remember. On 
the way to these parallel stones you 
might see a sink where animals can 
have a drink!

Stand on the bridge and look 
for the tree that can see you 
back

Keep going along the path, up a 
gradual slope. On the right can you 
see a huge knobbly fairytale tree?

Can you find cache Number Five 
in its nooks and crannies?

Keep going uphill, following the path.

Cache Number Six you’ll ken, Cos’ 
you’ll be at a wooden den     

From the mossy stone in front of the 
wooden den, walk uphill to a larger 
mossy stone.

Cache Number Seven is in front 
of the rhoddy den

Follow the path up and to the left. 
Go up 30 wooden steps, and then 
bear left again. Cross the water and 
pass the bird box. Stand between 
the short fat tree stump and tall 
post. Walk towards the clearing in 
the direction of the hills. Can you 
see the arch made of tree branches? 

Cache Number Eight awaits for all 
to see In the roots of the tree

At the entrance to the house of ice 
is cache Number 9 - you might 
need to look twice!

Head back towards the path, past 
the pond on the right. Stop before 
the wooden walkway.

To the right if you prevail You’ll 
find the last cache in this trail!

 

Ochils Woodland Park Geo-cache trail
Win a GPS device or a family 
day pass to World of Wings!

Follow the clues to find all 10 
caches on the trail. In each cache 
there is a letter. Unscramble the 
10 letters to create two words. 
This is your answer!

Email or call in with your answer: 
info@ochils.org.uk or 01259 
452520. Make sure you leave 
your name and a contact number 
(and let us know if you did the 
paper-based or GPS trail).

All correct entries will be entered 
into the competition. Maximum 
one entry per person. Winners will 
be selected at random. Winners’ 
names will be posted on-line. 

Competition ends on 30 June 2013. 
Winners will be notified within 7 days 
of the end of the competition.
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